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.In this aper-, he author'reviewS a number of
criticisms that,have'been,,madeof- the use of standardized tests -in .

the social studies and reviews 11ygeneral, ,s411S,4iid :. 4
discipline - oriented standardized tests for social Studies. . 0

ttandardized tests evaluating theareSultt of the new social studles-
courses are open.to.oriticism on the basis of validity,- .utilization,
and.iestriction.of_edUtafibnal_cbange. They culturally discriminate 0

.against some,individtals,- predict imperfectly-v.:and-ate-of-ten rigidly.
interpreted. The tests may be assumed to, measure innate .

ChataCteristics and thusi,may influence teacher eilleciation regardix;g
student potential: They have a harmful effect on the shaping, of the: .

.

student's Coghitive style. -and often4re the basiSrfdrschool
organization-ond curriculum.. Further, standardized tests_ distort the

-, in'dividual's. Privacy in later,life: Finally the results of.
standardized teStS,`tegardless-of their inherent weaknesses, are used
as a basis for ailo.d'ation of resources. The annotated .bibliography
lists 1'h .commercially aliaiiable- standardized tests for, skill,
discipline, and general social studies testing. (Author/DE)
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The "New? Social Studies and Standardized Testin
,

A Word_ rapidly _looming larger and: larger on.the 'Virgirits -educitional
'horizon is that of accountability. The Virginia Standards of quality
for ,Public Schools call out 'for"the.nehievethent of specific objectives
relating to-student performance. This ,demand --for accountability requires

= ways of evaluating instruction. The 'first Method usually -Selected is that
of'the standardized' test. As ,a,result, a, school sySteM,.could, possibly-
end up- with the tail wagging the dog -6r a Standardised:test ,diatating
curriculum. This problem Can: be, a- severe one -fog the social studies
teachei. Does the standerditied, test ,Selected;.e.valuate- the social
-studies 'objectives of a local school systeni nots.:Why use it at all'Z

.

, ,

There- are numerous criticisms that can be made of standardized tests.
' Listed. belou are ten of these identifiecVby-'11olman. arid:Pocte.1 -7

?Five Criticighe i3earing_ On -the/Validity--and Utilization of 'Tests
-

1.' 'Te4ta disetiminate,',:sainst dome- individuals. It has ,been.
strongly- argued,. that ;One- tOting: pregrains' haVe.:COnsistently failed-

\ to take into adcount...differencee cultural and in unique
individual attributes. 'SUChr iailurelxtn4uestionable:infltiences -test

.

results and .mayi' therefore, 'penalise the testeee.,
A _major conOern is whether' tests :.de' _priMarily- -for -use with

Caucasian "subjects" -can properly-be- administered' to-minority -group
members., .Many of the,latter may -have. educational .and, cultural

. backgrounds Markedly; different ,from, thoste, of the subjects used in
the standardisation of any -partiCO/ar test:. .

EMPloyMent4selectiontests-' have especially been,,denounced--t)y .

minority -group representatives. aa too often; containing .built.An bias
which, favor's the middle-claii-Aihite person:-ancE _discriminates against

*.fer % the minority aPplidant: While ,restiected' tetiting -piofessiOna/s-aiar
disagree in the interpretation of specific data purported, to prOe
qv:disprove this point, -.they-agree. that testa_lacking in jObTrelated,
validity haVe noc9place in selection- and - placement. testing.. programs..

Test- predict imperfectly' NO",staildardized tests are perfect
predictors-of -fUtbre .behavior;,': Even the most enthniiastic-proponent
of objective .assessment techniques would insist. that his ability to
_foretell behavior_ is highly dependent_ on ,suc'4 factors ,as the individ-
-ual(s) to be tested, the-ehavior to be predicted,, the time over Which
-prediction is tcr be attempted, ,and'he _criterion measures ',used, to
establish predictive effectiveness. "

But even With all these qualifications-, critics of testing, have
cote to the conclusion that many tests are weak and unsatisfactory
devices which= Mislead naive -.test users and result in 'harm to those,.

-tested. Many critics- have -just ,about- !given up on tests, for they nee
them_ as falling far ,shsrt of the ideal appliCaticins `envisioned' by ..their

,and-'creators ,and their publishers.
The problem of test 'validation encompasses: many .idsue s that

go beyond ,establishment of cerfain-f9rmal psychometric' properties
Iflocter, -Richard, F., FIolr wn, Niltoa -G., TodayPb Education, National Education

' Association, February:,1974, pp. .5640.,
r
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-which;may ,present to Aórite extent in any tests: The _proper use
of tests Must encompass a variety of. :responsibilities independent
of the attributes of any partioular test: _kW, must ,not only. ask whether

test hie been shown to .Popaesik. some ,kind of validity for .4 knOwn
.group of subjects, but also Mitst investigate -many otherqtiestions
'bearing- on the. partiettlar' 'Circumstances: 'Surrounding. the application
Of the test. -

3.. :Test scores, be. rigidly. Interpreted:, Teet.scoree provide.
one Opportunity to establish a., data bas for the arbitrary -classifiL,
cation of individuali. Anyone ititerest0Lin labeling ,people,ean.
have a. field day. with test-,--results. This .fact notiithstanding,.
the .properly trained -laser of tests- is_ ,suppose_ toZknowthat-test
-scores. are 'tic:itWad, measures, that they are estimates of human
,attribittes.,'at kbest, and that they necessarily encoMpais.,variolus -,
kinds Of samplingerrors. .

do .".`
But test scores are ,often- applied'. in rigid and' arbitiarY ways.., .

in schoolity, this can result-in atsibtiment of children to. ability
groupings 'based- on measures Which. may bd.'lindefensOle. The quality
of professional practice ',associated With- teEtbittaajj leaves much to .

, _ .' ' ..
be desired-. . ' . --

\ I

4.- 'Tests may be assumed. to measure innate chara-;,teristies.
Some critics- of ability-testing have argued that .tests :provide -scores,
that may .be..tialvely interpreted- as measures of innate .characteristics,,,

, such as 9.ntelligenes!';,..stany harmiful consequences. are said \to- -floW ,,

from this MisconcePtion: it, has occasionally 'heen assumed; that,.
if tests were not available, -people would *tot make -arbitrary,
classifications of indiViduitle. 'Tests; are therefore ,condeithed as-
anti-humanistic 'and as fostering..a view of mankind' that sees ,, h uman
abilities. as fixedor rigidly, litnited.

.lien..woree, some 'critics have .reasoned that 'tests Influence
indivianalsIto eohdeive of ,nian. In eategorical'.terms,, such as:
"mentally' retarded" cir'"'gifted." They? coaelitde' that thinking of
this .kind is undesirable.,
, At firstslance,. this 'seems to be nothing more than a -variation

ori the ipractice of making-rigid use of teat seores. The essential
difference, 'however, as exptepsed by-, some critics, '1.8- that' 'not
only -do tests foster- Ole belief that' man .has fiked "intelligence"
based on innate characteristics,; hitt also that the use-.made of test -

scores dependa- heavilY On auch, a belief.
The, kind -of school program;offered and the energy invested in

. - preparing, a. Youngster for the fitttive;may be directly .influenced 'by
-an educator's belief- that tests measure innate iritelligerice. The .

-egalitarken ethic .in AMerica froWnti upon labeling 'based 'on some
-arbitrary measurement ;supposedtO reflettliwate-tharacteristica. r

t :
t. 1 .

4 -.1'
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' . 5 . gatscards-mx influence teadler expectation regarding ,
student potential.

..-
.

In -a classical -study,..Robert Rosenthal -and
.Lenore-Jacobson-,shOwed' thati when teachers!:. expectations regarding

. student Potentials-were' based on fiieitiOiiti -informatin abspi the
-, students' abilities, the actual achievement, of studente.reflected

these expectations. Those who were expected,' ii). achieve less did'
achieve lese,, and vice versa.t

.'
. Critics of ability',teSting haVe.argied With considerable force
that teate 'of "intelligence" 'have-highly undepirable- consequences
for student' perforMance because at least- iiilart, teachere.tend_to . t-_relate_to..students-differentielly-,----actordiiig -to :thelir auppoted
'intelligence; Students' 'who are Singled" out as "gifted" or "low
abilitr are tiven,,different,,adaigntSentes,, rewardis and teaChers,, and
they are systeinatically taught what ie,expected' of them.

There 'memo gittle argument -that teticheral.exp. ectations contrir
Ibutt to dent ,perforinance.. It is less clear what factors Shape .

teacher e ectations. -Test scores maybe important .in,determining ..
differences ng studefitefor some tiechers;, however; we need, to know'

: far more-'about 'the- entire. matter 6f ,teacher expettancy; for many
'4AOXher variables may help to determinetheir attitudes-, .

. . . *.

.

. , - .i `

\ :Five Criticisms That ,Are Independent of :Test Validity
/

. .
.) .. 6. Teate have' a harmful'..effeet- on the .shiping,of cognitive sty/ea.,.
The widespre4 use 'of "multip/e4ch6 ce test items, matching; items,
and other test.cOmponentS with' i ingle- corract- ankwer is said by °

some critics of testing :to .contribute, to Undesirable :styles of
thinicang; Some, .claim that -.the Yonng student is- carefully taught
that all problems exist have a kilo* or wrongeanswer, and thus the student
is led to thin'in this manner lout all idestivs. e

- i* s. .

7.- ,Tests shape school -curriculums' and .restrict , educational
'change. When teachers: 'know :that the evaluation 'of their "students-
-till be basedon a particular '14nda of test-,o'4 some: more of less
predictable. cOntent, -they 'bake eXte'risiire, efforts .to asSist their
'atiflents to perform well'-of thqee tests. The proponents -of state- '.
wide- testing -programs would probably argue that this ia% exactly what

,, they have-,in mind -- that _teacliers ought to be ncouraged .to - cover
elateridl Which' their colleagues consider e'seenivial. "What's wrong

.0.

with this?" they :ask; J
. -,'Critics :of. testing .say. that experimeritatiOW with- new-ways of

.
) teaching, the, introduction ofineW subject. matter, and- the whole

.process- of indiVidnaliking instruction 'in terms, of the -needs, and . A:

interests -Of individual. students, are hatristrung by a .slaviehTadherence.
to standardized- achievement Nesting. The ,question seems;to come .

-down to finding -an- acceptable,-balance between the need, to knot:
what has been learned duringja _given _period of' time and the encourage-

, went -of innavation, 'hange;. and' experimentation in the classroom.:
- . i s . I,

, -

V'
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C. 'Tests-distort the individual's self-concept and leVel of
.aspiration.- Of all'the criticisms of.tests, one of the most penetra-.
tins and difacult to dismiss is that young-persons-may:generalize from.
testresultd-and make conclusions about themselves phich are.not
warranted%or!iniended: 'For ekampTeidet-the teenager Who may -be
struggling tOestablish amore positive and.more-realisticserf-
concePt. How helpful is it'for him tO.be shown his.lop-test
scores which.maydnakohim'conclude £hat. he is afar less capable then
his classmates?' -.

liowIMMny-high achtOl'itudents- have-received brief and inappto-
priate-counseling recommendations', usually-based iwpart that they
are not "college materi 1" e large school, distiict, for example,
tegularly'predents junio, high school students with rest result
summaries printed on cardsthit the students take hometo.their parents.
These cards-offer a lucid and easilytndeistandable summary of what the
:arious achievement and aptitude scores mean. Although theintent
is to make information available to-parents, there are obviously
risks in terms of shapiilg ihe attitudes of students towardthemselveq.

. In our view, the proper handling of test results calls for
,neither a strategy of silence and secrecy nor for open distribution C'
of data without discussion, clarificaiion,'and interpretation-of
meanings.

9. Tedis delect,hOto eneouiveducational groups. A coimon
procedu501-.in organizing;aachool is to'assign etudents:to classes
on the,badis of .estimates of learning ability. Nary.oftentthese
estimates are based on ability_testing, It is a short step to

:conclude that tests haVe determined the organizational style of
schools, and it may surely be'argued:that tesis,do.indeed Contribute
to the way in -which students are assigned.

Critics Of the.abilitytrack system,:as.this arranget4Ut is
often called, frequently see educational testing as the bad guy,
But,-Were no test data available, aneducatibnal odministiator
dedicated to ability-track grouping.could-find. numerous critera,
such as giades, teacherst.tatings pf ability, and so forth, for
inakih these. assignments.

Concerns about homogeneOus art-Ring in Schools have acquired---
Strength with recent research which suggests that this allocation
proced re tends to-do.mare harm to the low groups- than can be
julti ie4. The proponents afteterogeneous,assigntentto classes
argue hat children with lower ability need'the stimulation. and .

-the role. models' provided by ligher-ability,students.if they are
"to,achieVe-as much. as they poesibly can.:

Contemporary approaches to school organization stress the
impoktance of-providing a program of individual instruction, for-
edch-thild&-regardless of the range of Competences within_a class.
-Educators.are now ltressinethe positive influences of heterogeneous
gtouping, with the result-that the track system is generallythought
to be on the way out. But for the parents -of children, who are ,

00006
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assigned to.low grbups, the track vat= is an unpleasant reality
based Primarily on. test results. Hence, since tests aroften .

,p4inted as the villain in the situation,'it is assumed tkit banning

br.

tests uill eliminate the track systems.
HOwever,'uith regard to asChool district set on the perpetu-

ationofehomogeneous ability grouping, theproblem isnot so much
one of testing or'not testing, but rather oneof adherence to a
questionable concept of educational organization.

b --16.---Testinvade privacy; School aitendanCe is Mandatory for:
young children. Once in school, the children are generally requited

.
to partiCiphte in activities, including testing, which some parents-,
consider -to be invasions, of privacy.

.
.

.

' Certainly-few-wOuld argue against allowing schools 0 give -

tests to determinewhat a student, has-learned in-some_course.of
study,. but should schools be alloWed to_require studentd to take
intelligence, teats? Vhat.good iasuch-information,to iachodl?

. Can data from somatesta:be.used to the {disadvantage of- a student
Without hiahnowledge-thatauch itiormapion_even_exists?:, lbw can
'thelinabernore clearly established betweeninformation that-a

. ,
school-requitastohelp react} a legitimate decision and information
that it has no business acquiring in'the first place? The right to

__plAvacy&s:precious-to-thd-citizens'of a free society; only when
themis compelling justification should tests invading privacy be
used." . . . .

_ The most significant Criticism of standardized teat! according to
HolMan andDocter.is that testis, tad oftdn serve: as "gatekeepers" in the
allocation of. resources. Of majOrconCeru toall teachers is, the importance
given a standardized test that fails to evalUite the program objectives
of the turriculuia.'

. "lnirnany testing situations the large. majdrity ofotte.available
tests can be discounted due to inappropriateness Of content or grade level,
or inadequacy or lack of norms or technical data.v If only the tests of .

,the majoribbliehers offering social studies'tests are considered, the
choicels'further narrowed.; in fact; in some content areas there is no

/Choict at all at some grade leVele. (These statements pertain only to

separately published social,ftudies,tests. If use can barnacle of a test

;battery yielding.a social studies subscore in addition'to other scores;
.a fete , other tests may be considered.} If a test ii winted for use in a
formal evaluation program, selection will in many cases'be limited
to the tests of the larger publishers. These,teste, though they too may
hive limitations, hre likely to show greater care in development and
standardization than do most ofthe lesser -knotm tests. For less formal
evaluation,. choice among lesser-known tests may be feasible and in some

cases necessary. Certainly, some of these test could be considered for
informal practice or review.

00.007 .
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In,eXamining.availahle tests fot possible uses the teacher should
.give consideration to (1) such practical matters as'publication date, cost,
and the time'needed for administration, and 42) such technical Mattersas
reliability, validity, norms, and test difficulty. /feet manuals should
provide information oniboth points, .although statements concerning
reliability, validity,, and norms may be leaa than adequate. As important,
however, is for'the teacher to study.carefuily each of the tests receiving
consideratitin; the quality of items and what the test/seems to "cover"
in terms of content; skills, and understandingt. Such subjective analysis
is of utmost importance twinsure that the test selected meets the puriodie
for which it is to be used. "l

. 'I Fof A detailed_ explanation of each Of.the,points to be considered,
see the thirty-fifth yearbook from the National Council for 'the Social
Studies, Evaluation in the SocialveSiudies. /

s

The NCSS ,yearbook refetred to ghove pas. published in 1965,,
Includedas an Appendix to that book'was" a "Bibliography of Social
Studies. Tests." Presented below is an*updatineof that bibliography. .

The views offered Concerning these'tests.is that of. the reviewer,.- As '

a general: statement about most of the tests reviewed, they seem to stay.
remarkedly the same ten yeaks after the-last bibliography was written.
For a school-syatem supporting an-- inquiry approdalforsocial:studies,
there is 'considerableAoubt that the bulk of:the tests reviewed below
are suitable. In fact, the use of many of these teaks may do ,definite
harm to a "new" social studies program.' Many commercial tests are not
treated in,this bibliography, but those most widely used ar4?included.

BIBLIOGRAPHY/OP SOCIAL STUDIES TESTS

manyThis bibliography is not-intended to be all inclusive for the any

commercial aocial.studies test available. It does includemany of the
most widely used commercial /tests. Only tests available in separate
booklet form are included./ The fOrmatused here parallels that used
in the 1965 Evaluation in'Social Studies:Yearbook,. .No attempt is made
to examine the tests. for Cultural blaq:- ,

\

:.1

.

!: GENERAL SOCIAL STUDIES

Achievement Series: Blue, Green,. and,Red Levels. Consists of thrbe,

separate, but overlapping, of graduated difficulty intended 1

. .,
for use in grades 4 through 9; 1971; each of the three test-has

1

40.items; Robert A. Naslund and others; Science Research Associatea.
Each teat is very readable. Half of theltems in eaCh are devbted '

c.
.

.

1
-,-----

Berg, Harry D., Edito-fTEUeibaticin in Social Studies, National Council
for the Social Studies, 1965, p, 220.

00008 0
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to elementary skills in cartoon, picture, map, and,graph
interpretation. .The map'questions are very simple and quite,
limited. The remaining half of the tests are-gentrilsocial
studies information questions_requiting the. recall of specific
facts. The tests are_neit-Challenging-and'are of no 'particular
value to a echo yitem featUring an inquiry approach to social
studies. ,A 'olpanying the series is an excellent teachet's guide,
Using-Test Results.

&
,

.2: loWa Tests of Edicational:pevelopment: Social Studies Background.
Grades-12;.1972; 2 forms; E.F. Lindquist ind'othets; Science
Research-Associates. A.general social studies developmental test. 4

It deals primarily with contemporary .political,ecOnomic and social
affairs. Since only thirty items: areused, this provides a very
sketchy cross section of,greaeamountO clfcontent areas. Emphasis .

is given.tundamental ideas and ,terms such as the definitions of
it culture and the meaning of capitalism. The-test attempts to deter-
1 mine what social studies knowledge isof most worth and 'tests'

for sane: Very little attention is given world Cultures, history or
geography.. No questions deal with skills. This ,is a-test of% ilimted

value for an, inquiry oriented program.

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress: Social Studies. Grades
4-6, 7-9, 10-14 1314; 1969; 2 forms; Cooperative!Testsand Services,.
Educational Testing Service. Claims.to test "skill in organizing,
interpreting, and evaluating nfolmation as well as- knowledge o."
many .concepts of history and Nbe_social-sciences:" The tests for- .

grades 4=84and 7-9 consist of fifty questions each. QueStionsVeal
with picture interpretation, map skills, cartoon interpretation,
graph reading, determining main theme, and.reading.charts. Both

tests'are very process skills oriented and Should be useful fora
inquiry oriented social studiesprogram. BOth tests are readable
and do not.depend onrecalrof information.' The 10-12 and'13-14
tests consist of two parts,.35 question in each part. As. with the

lowet level tes 3 major emphasis is given map,igraphi chart,
photography, and reading interpretation skills, only going into
oore depth.

4. Ii nnesotit High Schqq1 Achievement.Examinations. Grades 7-12;

-"Social Studies Gradfi 7, 1970; Social. Studies Grade 8,"1973; Social
Studies Grade 9, 1970; Social Studies Grade 10,(American History)
1973; Social Studies Grade 11(World History) 1973;Social Studies
Gradep (Introduction to Social Science) 1973; American Guidance
Service, Inc.
Grade 7 -. Consists of 102 items following a chronological survey

of Ametittan-history. Questions ask for low level recalh.
answers. No skills questions asked.._ ,

Grade*8 - Consists of.100 items drawing from world geography.
Ten items deal with map reading skills. The remainder are

. generally 16-level recall questions dealing vithdifferent
' world. regions with two sections on conservation and world

affairs. 0

o

0 0 0 0 9
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:Grade 9 - Consists. of 82 items deiigned for a civics Course. .

0
Topics included are national and local government, occupational,

- and educational planniig, and current events. Basically
low-level recall questions asked pith neskilla Oestionsi '

Gade 10.- Cohsists of 114 items.drawnrfrom American history.
Generally low-level recall questions -with no-'skills questions.

Grade611 - Consists of 115 invoke drawn from world histOFy.
Organized into 12 units dealing witbdiffeNent areas of -

the world with the last unit on "Pressure of Population.
UponWorld Fe:Sources." -GenerallYlow-level recall questions
pith no skills questions.

Grade 12 Consists of 901questions centered around the following.
units; "kchieving Personal and Social Competence," "Man and
Society ",. "Being An Effective Citizen In-Our-Dethocracy,tf

"Living In An Industrialized Socati,""America: A Land of
. Many People".., Questions are generallylou-leVel recall with
no:skills questions.' : . 4

5. %`Stanford Achievement Tests: Intermealte'and Advanced Battery.
Two Forms. Inteimediate II test, grades;5.5=6.9. Advanced
Battery, is:grades 7.0-9:9. Truman L. Kelley and others, 1964.
Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich,:Inc. a

2he Intermediate II test is divided'int6 two parts.. Part A,
Content, Consists of 45 items,''mainly low -level recall questions.
'Several deal with value choices. that are debatable as to suitability.
Pert B, Study Skills Consists-Of.281teniS dealing with. reading
tables, graphs, maps and'interpreting4 iklitical(poster. Part A
is rather dry and seems' a tarry over from textbooks' of. the fifties.

The AdVanced.Test, grades 7.04.9
content consisted of 52.items and
The content questions are similar
COntent section. Skills included
use of a textbook bibliography, a
the index.

is organized the swim; Part A,
Tart B,;Skills,-has 39 items.
to thoseon. the-Intermediate
are map and graph skills;-the
library index card, and the use of

The tents do not seem suited for evaluation of a process oriented
socialstudies program. Although the skills section is generally
useful, the quality of the_colitent.section tends to negate the
value of the skills section.

SKILLS TESTS

6. ANPA Foundation* Newspaper Tests. Consists"two levels of tests,
two parallel forms each. Level one is for the junior high school.
Level tpo is for the senior high school. 1972, American Newspaper
Publishers Association Foundation, Education Testing Service.
Each test has 30 items based oh a four pane simulated newspaper.
Students read the newspaper as they'talse the teat.

4
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7. Watson-Glaser Critical-Thinking Appraisal.. Grades 9T12,*College,
1964, Goodwin Watson and Edward Glaser.. Two Forms, Harcourt,

Brace, Jovanovich, Inc. The Watson - ;laser test consists of 100 items
centered around five areas:.drauing inferences from alsummary of
facts; rdtognizing assumptioni implied by a statement; reasoning
logically_ by" and disciiininating between strong and
weak argumeh4. The test is unique.in itseffort to measure critical
thinking 111 test is generally too difficult,for the poorer-reader
and the instructions are somewhat difficult to underatand. The ,

test seems to have value in determining logical thinking for a
limited advanced clientele...
.

DISCIPLINE TESTS
.0

0. Test of_Economic Underitanding.. High School andCollege. Two
Forms, 1963, the Joint .Council of Economic Education,, Science

O ReliarchAssociates The test seems much the same-Si that reviewed .
in the 1965 Evaluation Yearbonk0 It consist!, of fifty items
including three questions on chars inrerpretatiOn. ,Emphisis'is on.
the.U.S.econo0y*with a fewluestions.on international...economics.
ltiny°questions test for understandings beyond.the recall level.
Test could be used for pre-post tesi0Of a course in ,high scbobl
economics.

k..11
9. Crary American History Test, Revised Edition. Grades 10-13. No

Forms. 1965. Wand Crazy,, Harcourt BraCe Jovanovich,.Ine.
The test 'consists of 76 items.deiling with thelmajor periods of
American history ignoring the pait-25 Fbur items interpret
a quotation; three items deal with best s urces; and six-items,
deal with locating,ev6ents on a U.S. map. - The remainder are pri-
mirily recall questions,. Generally not very useful for an inquiry
oriented program.'

411
A

10. Cooperative Social Studies Tests-. Grades 7-12. The series includes:

0 American History (jr. High Schobl),'Clvicsl(8-9), American History
(Sr. High School),,Froblems of-Democracy (10-12), American Government
(10-12), Modern European History.(10-12), World History (10411r:4
Two forms, 1964, Educational Testing Service.
The tests generally try to combine content and skills-items.
Each test has 65 to 70 items with working time for each estimated
at 40 minutes.

Skills iteths.generally include .map, cartoon,' graph and 'data

pretOtion. 'The history tests also include time lines. Much'of the
tests depends on low-level recall and there-is no inquiry emphasis
evident in the tests. The tests have some but should be .

updated.
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.11. Topical Teats in.Ame'ican History. Grades 10-12,,196, Educational
Teiting Service. The series consists of eight tests. The topics
are presented in chronological order goindfromTest 1: Exploration,.
Colonization, and Independence to-Test 8: The Second World War
and After. The testa run'consist oC60 items and stress. ability
'to interpret data such As quotations, maps,-and cartoons. Unit 8
needs to be updated. A useful handbook accompaniesthe series.
The tests could be useful although some updating'of content and
approach vouldbe helpful. .
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